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Electron Acceleration by a Laser Wakefield in a Relativistically Self-Guided Channel
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Acceleration of electrons to relativistic energies by a multidimensional self-modulated laser wakefield
is discussed. Above a power threshold, a relativistically self-guided channel from an intense ultrashort
laser pulse (I , 4 3 1018 Wycm2, l  1 mm, t  400 fs) was found to increase the laser propagation
distance, decrease the electron beam divergence, and increase the energy of the electrons. The
electron beam effects occurred even though the propagation distance became significantly longer tha
the conventional dephasing length. [S0031-9007(97)02922-0]

PACS numbers: 52.75.Di, 52.35.Mw, 52.40.Nk
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Because of recent advances in laser technology
there is much current interest in the interactions of hig
intensity and ultrashort-duration laser pulses with pl
mas. Applications include advanced fusion energy, x-
lasers, and ultrahigh-gradient electron accelerators [2].
the latter case, the field gradient of a plasma wave
been demonstrated to exceed that of a rf linac by 4 ord
of magnitudesE $ 200 GVymd and has been used to a
celerate electrons with over 1 nC of charge per bunch
a low-emittance beams1 mm mradd [3]. In this paper, we
demonstrate electron acceleration beyond the current l
tation of laser-plasma accelerators, the natural diffrac
length of the laser.

A plasma wave is driven by the displacement of plas
electrons by the ponderomotive force of the laser lig
Because of their greater mass, the ions remain station
providing an electrostatic restoring force. The electro
will then oscillate and create regions of net positive a
negative charge. This forms an electrostatic wakefi
that propagates with the laser pulse at nearly the sp
of light, which can trap and accelerate hot electro
We have explored the self-modulated laser wakefi
regime [3–8], where the laser pulse duration is mu
longer than the plasma period,tp  2pyvp, wherevp p

4pe2neygme, ne is the electron density,e is the electron
charge,me is the electron mass, andg is the relativistic
factor associated with the electron motion transverse to
laser propagation.g depends on the normalized vect
potential, a0, by g 

p
1 1 a2

0, where a0  gy0syc 
eEym0vc  8.5 3 10210lfmmgI1y2fWycm2g. In this
regime, the forward Raman scattering instability can gro
where an electromagnetic wavesv0, k0d decays into a
plasma wavesvp , kpd and electromagnetic side band
sv0 6 vp , k0 6 kpd. This instability can be one dimen
sional or multidimensional, depending on the expe
mental conditions [9]. In the 1D case, the laser ene
is bunched only longitudinally [10]; however, in th
multidimensional case, transverse effects lead to focu
and defocusing of different sections of the laser pu
[4]. This leads to modulations in the laser pulse wh
can drive high-amplitude plasma waves. Andreevet al.
0031-9007y97y78(16)y3125(4)$10.00
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have calculated thresholds for these regimes and fo
that mixed 1Dy3D behavior should occur wheneve
a2

0kpct . 16sv0yvpd2yskpL'd2 . 1, where L' is the
transverse extent of the plasma wave andt is the laser
pulse duration [note,a2

0kpct  380 and 16sv0yvpd2y
skpL'd2  3.9 for our conditions]. In this mixed regime
it is expected that 1D effects will dominate early in th
laser pulse, and mixed (1Dy3D) effects will dominate
in the rear part of the laser pulse. Our experimen
observation of the plasma channel confirms, for the fi
time, the importance of 3D effects in this parameter ran

Even though the accelerating gradients can be very la
in these laser-plasma-based accelerators, the overall en
gain will be modest if the interaction length is short. I
order to reach the high intensity necessary to create
plasma wave, the laser pulses must be focused tigh
and thus the interaction length will be short, limited b
diffraction to the Rayleigh rangesZR  pr2

0 yld. Several
methods have been proposed or demonstrated to ex
the propagation distance beyond the diffraction limit, mo
notably preformed channels [4,11] and relativistically se
guided channels [12–16]. In this Letter, we report, f
the first time, laser wakefield acceleration in a self-guid
channel.

When a laser propagates through a plasma, the in
of refraction,n  s1 2 v2

pyv
2
0 d1y2 depends on the lase

frequency,v0, and the plasma frequency,vp. For low
laser power, the index is essentially constant; howev
for higher laser power, the index varies with the radiu
since the laser intensity varies with radius and the plas
frequency changes with the relativistic mass factor. Und
these conditions, the plasma acts like a positive lens
focuses the beam (relativistic self-focusing). This effe
has been shown to have a power threshold given
Pc  16.5ncynefGWg, where nc is the critical density
(whenvp  v0) [4]. Recent simulations [13] have show
that this effect has different properties, depending
the laser power. At the critical power threshold, on
the focal intensity increases. However, as the incid
laser power is increased (aboutPyPc  3 4), the beam
extends and forms a second focus. As the laser po
© 1997 The American Physical Society 3125
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is increased further, multiple foci should occur, whic
eventually merge into a single channel.

In this experiment, we used a Ti:sapphire-Nd:glass la
system based on chirped-pulse amplification that produ
3 J, 400 fs pulses at1.053 mm. The 43 mm diameter
beam was focused with anfy4 off-axis parabolic mirror to
r0  8.5 mm s1ye2d, corresponding to vacuum intensitie
exceeding4 3 1018 Wycm2. This pulse was focused ont
a supersonic helium gas jet with a sharp gradients250 mmd
and a long flat-topped interaction regions750 mmd. The
maximum density varies linearly with backing pressure
to the maximum backing pressure of 1000 PSI, and
underdense plasma at3.6 3 1019 cm23 is formed by the
foot of the laser pulse tunnel ionizing the gas. This plas
density corresponds to a critical power ofPc  470 GW.
A sharp gradient and long interaction region are found
be essential for producing an electron beam and for s
guiding to occur.

Under these conditions, a large amplitude plasma w
was driven through the self-modulated laser wakefield
stability. This was inferred by observing a highly mod
lated forward Raman scattered spectrum with up to
fourth anti-Stokes side band visible [3]. The onset
the Raman scattering occurred at0.5Pc [3] which is
consistent with the theoretical onset of 3D Raman sc
tering [16]. The absolute plasma wave amplitude w
measured using a collinear collective Thomson scatter
probe [8] that was split off from the main pulse afte
the compressor stage. This pulse was frequency d
bled by a type-I potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KD
crystal and then recombined with the main pulse.
measuring the spectrum of the scattered probe light,
found that the plasma wave lasts for approximately 1.5
(FWHM), and the spatial averaged peak plasma wave
plitude varies fromdneyne  0.1 0.4 at laser powers
of 2–3 TW. The plasma frequency gradually decrea
from 3.3 3 1014 radys to 2.5 3 1014 radys with increas-
3126
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ing laser power, and we attribute this decrease prima
to the relativistic mass dependence on laser power in
plasma frequency [17]. Other effects, such as the non
ear plasma wavelength when the plasma wave is dri
to larger amplitudes or the expulsion of electrons from
axis (electron cavitation) which reduces the electron d
sity, are calculated to be small (on the order of a few p
cent). The decreasing plasma frequency was not obse
in our prior experiments with a different gas jet, where se
focusing was not observed [3].

In order to diagnose the spatial extent of the plasma
sidescattering imaging system with a spatial resolution
15 mm was utilized. We were able to resolve the grow
of the plasma channel as a function of both laser power
plasma density. Figure 1 shows the sidescattered inten
distribution as a function of laser power, and the plasm
channel clearly extends as the laser power increases.
the lower power casess,2.6Pcd, the channel length is only
,125 mm, which is smaller than the confocal paramet
s2ZRd of 430 mm. As the laser power increases for a fixe
gas density, the channel length first jumps to250 mm at
3.9Pc and then reaches750 mm at 7.2Pc. The maximum
channel length was observed to be850 mm at9.1Pc. Note
that this is limited by the interaction length of the gas je
At 5.5Pc, the sidescattered image formed has two distin
foci, and when the power exceeds7.2Pc, either multiple
foci or a channel are observed, depending on shot-to-s
fluctuations and the gas jet position. A similar chann
extension occurs if the gas density is varied at fixed la
power. For a 3.9 TW laser pulse, the channel extends
250 mm at 400 PSI backing pressure (1.4 3 1019 cm23,
3.2Pc) and750 mm at 800 PSI (2.9 3 1019 cm23, 7.0Pc).
The consistent behavior at specific values ofPc for varying
laser power or plasma density indicates that the channe
mechanism is relativistic self-focusing.

The sidescattered light was spectrally analyzed by
imaging spectrometer, and the bulk of the emission com
d initial
FIG. 1. On-axis images (left) and corresponding lineouts (right) of sidescattered light at various laser powers and a fixe
electron density of3.6 3 1019 cm23. The various images and lineouts represent laser powers ofPyPc  (a) 1.6, (b) 2.6, (c) 3.9,
(d) 5.5, (e) 7.2, (f) 8.4, and (g) 9.1. Note, the curves have been displaced vertically for ease of viewing.
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from incoherent Thomson scattering of the blueshift
laser pulse. We were unable to obtain any informati
about the plasma density or temperature from this m
surement. The divergence of the laser beam transm
ted through the plasma was measured using a diffus
screen and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera w
a 1.053 mm narrow bandpass filter. At all laser powers
the laser expands to twice the vacuum divergence, and
attribute this expansion to ionization defocusing. This
consistent with the strong blueshifting we observe in t
scattered spectra. Even though simulations indicate t
the laser focuses to,2 mm [13], the complex dynamics
that occur as the laser continually focuses and defocu
in the plasma make it impossible to determine the min
mum self-focused beam width from the far field divergen
angle.

The total number of accelerated electrons (at all en
gies) was measured using either a Faraday cup or a pla
scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier tube, and the r
sults were found to be consistent with each other. The
is a sharp threshold for electron production at,1.5Pc,
and the total number of electrons increases exponenti
and finally saturates beyond4Pc [3]. At 6Pc, 6 3 109

accelerated electrons were measured coming out of
plasma in a beam. By using aluminum absorbers, we
termined that50% of the electrons detected have energ
greater than 1 MeV (corresponding to 0.5 mJ of energy
the electron beam). Even though self-guiding extends
plasma channel length, we cannot observe any noticea
change in the total number of electrons. This is not une
pected since the electron number increases exponentia
and shot-to-shot fluctuations are large.

The electron energy spectrum (see Fig. 2) was measu
using a60± sector dipole magnet by imaging a LANEX
scintillating screen with a CCD camera. The results o
tained with this spectrometer supersede those reporte
our earlier experiments [3], in which a peak in the ele
tron spectrum turned out to be an artifact of the spe
trometer used in that case. The normalized distributi
is found to have a functional form of exps2agd, wherea

is a fitting parameter. In the low-power case (,6Pc, no
channeling), the normalized distribution follows exps2gd,
and when the laser power increases (.6Pc, with channel-
ing), the electron energy distribution discretely jumps
follow exps20.67gd. The abrupt change in the electro
distribution also occurs if the laser power is held fixe
and the density is increased, as it should, given the criti
power threshold dependence on density. Below 850 P
(3.1 3 1019 cm23, no channeling), the electron distribu
tion follows the same trend as the lower power distrib
tion, and above 850 PSI (with channeling) it follows th
higher power distribution. For the electron energy dist
bution greater than 3 MeV, a significantly less steep slo
that extends to 20 MeV was measured using aluminum
sorbers. Even though the plasma wave amplitude increa
as the laser power increases, the distribution dramatica
changes only when self-guiding occurs. This indicates th
d
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FIG. 2. Normalized electron kinetic energy spectrum as
function of laser power at fixed electron density. The upp
curves represent the spectra obtained when self-guiding
observed; the lower curves represent unguided spectra.
two exponential fits are also shown.

extension in the accelerating length is the primary factor
determining the fitting parametera.

A Maxwellian-like energy distribution has been ob
served in many previous experiments [18] and simu
tions [19], however, no theoretical justification for it ha
been found to date. Because the energy distribution is
ponential, a temperature in the longitudinal direction c
be defined. The temperature of the low energy distrib
tion changes from 500 keV (without guiding) to 750 ke
(with guiding). In these plasmas, many different plasm
waves can grow from various instabilities and local co
ditions. The interactions between these waves can l
to stochastic heating of the electron beam, so by exte
ing the plasma length, the various waves will intera
longer and heat the beam more. However, the deph
ing length,Ld  lsv0yvpd3, which gives the maximum
distance over which acceleration can occur (170 mm for
our conditions), is significantly shorter than our accele
ating length. From this expression, we would think th
there would be no noticeable change in the electron sp
trum when we extend the plasma length from250 mm to
750 mm. Recent particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [19
indicate that this expression is too conservative for the
highly nonlinear plasma interactions, and, in fact, the a
tual dephasing length may be many times longer. Co
sistent with our experimental results, these simulatio
indicate that the electron temperature, as well as the m
mum energy, increases as the electrons propagate be
the conventional dephasing length.

The electron beam profile was measured using
LANEX scintillating screen imaged by a CCD came
[3]. The LANEX is placed behind an aluminum she
which blocks the laser light, so only electrons grea
than 100 keV can be imaged. Analysis of the electr
spectrum indicates that the bulk of the electrons that cre
3127
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an image on the screen are in the 100 keV to 3 Me
range. We have found, using aluminum absorbers, th
the electron divergence does not depend on electr
energy in this range. At low powers,5Pcd, the electron
beam has a Gaussian-like profile with a10± radius at
half maximum (see Fig. 3). As the laser power increas
and the plasma channel length increases to,250 mm,
a second peak seems to grow out of the low-power pr
file. Ultimately, at the highest laser powers and longe
channel lengths, the divergence decreases to5±, and the
profile becomes more Lorentzian-like. The electron bea
divergence should decrease as the longitudinal energy
the electrons increases since space charge will be less
the relative transverse momentum decreases due to
longer accelerating length. However, there should be
minimum divergence due to the space charge effect af
the electrons leave the plasma. This effect is significa
since the electrons are in the few MeV range (smallg)
and the peak current is high (large number of electro
in a short bunch). We have roughly estimated the spa
charge divergence to be6± by assuming109 electrons at
1 MeV in a 1 ps bunch [note,uHWHM ~

p
Nytesbgd3,

where N is the number of electrons,te is the electron
bunch duration, andbg is the normalized momentum
of the electrons] [20]. The electron beam emittance c
be found from the measured divergence angle and t
radius of the plasma channel, and in the best case (5± half
angle and5 mm half maximum radius), the calculated
emittancese  r0uHWHMd is 0.4p mm mrad. To verify
that the reduction in the beam emittance is due to t

FIG. 3. Electron beam divergence as a function of las
power. Note the smaller divergence component growing out
the low-power profile as the laser power increases. The vario
curves represent laser powers ofPyPc  (a) 3.4, (b) 5.0,
(c) 6.0, and (d) 7.5. The two inset figures show the comple
beam images for curvessad andscd.
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extension of the plasma channel, another gas jet with
narrower width was used and the same measureme
repeated. In this case, the sidescattered images show
the channel length is limited to360 mm, and the electron
beam divergence is fixed at12± for all laser powers.

In this paper, we have shown the effect of self-guidin
on a beam of relativistic electrons produced from a mu
tidimensional self-modulated laser wakefield. The lase
was channeled for four times the Rayleigh range (limite
by the gas jet), and the self-guiding was found to increas
the electron energy and decrease the electron beam em
tance to the space charge limit even though the electro
propagated beyond the conventional dephasing limit.
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